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The problem

The solution

In 2014 the global health & fitness mobile
market was valued at $4 billion, this
is projected to be worth $26 billion by
2017. Based on the market strength of
Myprotein’s health, fitness and lifestyle
properties there was a significant
opportunity to enter this market.

A personal trainer in your pocket that would
guide you from the moment you wake
until you go to bed. Encouragement and
support, never punishment or failure.

The ‘other’ problem
The market is saturated, how can our app
be different from the rest. What strengths
within the business can we use to develop
an application our customers can engage
with on a daily basis. How will a new
application fit into our customer’s lifestyle.

Made with the amazing
product team at

Targeting three core areas: exercise, nutrition,
education. Workout plans and advice from
Myprotein’s fitness ambassadors. Nutrition
from diet experts. Use the company’s huge
unfair advantage against competitors - they
are Europe’s No.1 sports nutrition brand.
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collecting
requirements
At the beginning of this project I ran a UX workshop.
The aim was to get key stakeholders from different
departments together in one room, and through a
series of tasks, work towards an agreed set of
business requirements.
The target audience was defined through customer science
and customer surveys. KPIs were generated based on
available data from within the business.
Outcome
I summarised the results of the activities and research in a
precise, but lightweight strategy document. Easy to use as
reference material throughout the project.

Top
Stakeholder UX workshop

b

Bottom
Survey results displayed for the project to
use during sprints

d

a

f

c

h

e

g

a - target audience
b - demographics
c - assumptions
d - customer research
e - customer research
f - business requirements
g - business requirements
h - KPIs

continuous
research
It’s hard to summarise 6 months of
continuous research in one case study.
But it’s easy to say the research
was fundamental in forming the
correct strategy for the product.
By considering what was happening in the
market and through valuable customer
insights, the goal could be understood by the
project team in one clear value proposition...

Top
Continuous research throughout the project.

Value proposition
For males & females aged 18-35 who care about achieving a
specific goal our product is a PT in your pocket that provides
personalised lifestyle plans combining workouts, inspirational
content & credible nutritional advice from Myprotein; to support,
maintain and achieve their ambitions unlike BodySpace which has
complex ambassador workouts and unlike MyFitnessPal, which
tracks nutrition; neither of which have combined lifestyle plans.

In reality, this was the 6th proposition that
was written. It was important that this
statement stayed flexible and changed as
new insights were found in the research.
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understanding
the market
At the same time the business requirements were being
gathered, I also looked at the state of the market.
Understanding competitor products so I could see how
they solved some of the problems out target audience face
was a great starting point, but I also needed to see how
those products fit into peoples lifestyles and why they were
chosen over other solutions.

competitor
review
Competitor benchmarking was used as a way to uncover
unfair advantages we had against competing products. The
main discovery was poor journeys as you try to complete
certain tasks.
The benchmarking technique I use was also repeated by other
project team members as a way to get into the mind set of
designing for this sector.

field
study
Early on in the project, a team of us spent the day in a local
gym where we got chance to ask a series of questions I had
prepared before hand.
We used the field study to find out how people educated
themselves about a healthy lifestyle and how they
measured their progress or determined perceived success.
What frustrated them about their current situation.
I also took the opportunity to test our very first prototype.

Top
Competitor review
Middle
Field study participant
Bottom
Field study transcript

Liz’s story

Elizabeth Birchenough
Ambassador for BodyPower

Weekly
workout schedule

Mon
WEIGHTS
CARDIO

6am

Device interaction
location & activity

Tue
BODY WEIGHT
CIRCUIT

7am

8am

Wed
WEIGHTS

Thu
WEIGHTS

9am

10am

Fri
CARDIO

11am

Sat
STEADY STATE
CARDIO

12am

Sun
POWER WALK

1pm

2pm

3pm

4pm

5pm

6pm

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

11pm

Home
Car
Work
Gym

Nutrition
Exercise

Analogue
Desktop
Device

Alarm
(mobile)

Check Facebook
(mobile)

Use timer on phone to track workout
(mobile)

Usually leave Facebook open all day
(desktop)

Log breakfast
MyFitnessPal
(mobile)

Log morning snack
MyFitnessPal
(mobile)

Log afternoon snack
MyFitnessPal
(mobile)

Log lunch
MyFitnessPal
(mobile)

Log eveing meal
MyFitnessPal
(mobile)

Manually write workout progress
(notebook)

diary
study
The diary study gave a birds eye view of how the technology
realistically fit into somebody’s lifestyle. I wanted to observe
touch points and understand why they occurred. The touch
points varied throughout the day from logging a meal
(using My Fitness Pal), checking workout techniques (using
YouTube), logging (on paper) and measuring progress
(taking a selfie). There wasn’t a single app that aggregated
all these touch points....

a day in
the life
At the conclusion of the market study, with two of my
colleagues (lead design & product owner) we created a
complete ‘day in the life’ storyboarding how our app might
fit into somebody’s lifestyle. This would become the starting
point for the development and creation of the app.

06:00 AM

standard

influenced by device

Log eveing snack
MyFitnessPal
(mobile)
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strategy
& scope
Although the design process itself was agile, a high level
architecture for the app was created so there was structure
to the way customers would be able to complete
their tasks.
Not everything within the I.A. was designed and developed,
The priority of features to be worked on was decided
in sprint planning and updated as new information or
requirements were brought into the planning sessions.

Top
Working out the architecture on a whiteboard
allowed me to quickly iterate through quick versions
and get the designers and developers involved.

information
architecture
The architecture for the app was created using a series of
task flows and decision models - decision processes the
customer goes through to complete a task, based on the

a - task flows

customer research.

b - decision models
c - app ‘site’ map

b

The app was also mapped out to give a birds-eye view of
how the tasks are connected.

a

c

The best workout and
nutrition plan is the one you
actually follow through with
TASK MODEL OVERVIEW v1.03

Sign up & register

landing page

We are all different

what is the product?
why should I use it?
what are the beneﬁts?
how does it help me to achieve my goals?

But we have the same basic needs

Happy
register

login

Feel great &
look good naked

Healthy

reset password
email

Myprotein App - Map v1-1

how can I retrieve my password?
how can I reset my password?

conﬁrmation
email

You may be
happy
training indoors

You may be
happy training
outdoors

Key

run a mile quicker

do 10 pull ups

A
B

have
Listlow
template
cholesterol

Article template

D

Graph template

Your ﬁrst step is to determine your primary goal

Dashboard

slimmer

bigger

launch
screen

Recipe template

C

home
screen

Complete UI
No UI available

progress

stats

dashboard

news feed

But your body can only do so many things at once

run faster
record nutrition

get stronger

build bigger
muscles and
mass

lose weight

sign up
[email]
[password]

reset password
[email]

change password

dashboard

feed

update my
details

continue with a
workout

start a workout

login
[email]
[password]

sign up
[name]

proﬁle
[gender]

improve your
running time

look good

Select a goal
proﬁle
[birthdate]

select a goal

time
body part

create a new
workout
program

Selecting your goal will determine the right workout to help you achieve your goal
plan list

see a choice of
exercises

ﬁlter by ambassador
ﬁlter by level

schedule

select exercises

running training
program

weight training
program

publish new
workout
program

select one of
the choices

weight training
program plan list

reduce
calorie intake

increase
calorie intake

D

Process
planProcess
summary

shop

D

macro
history

D

calories
history

steps
history

D
water
history

A
photo album

bookmark
list

A
top tips
list

notes
list

settings

Process
Process
note

privacy
settings

Pick a plan and try it for 30 - 60 days then re-evaluate
A
top tips
list

Track progress towards the goal

Do you feel
happier?

Do you feel
healthier?

A
exercises

supplements

meal plan
list

product page

Process
Process
recipe

B

C
Process
Process
article

workout day

Do you?

workout
[exercise list]

how to do the
exercise

blogs & content

articles & advice
about the
exercise

purchase
product

buy the look

YES

log food diary

complete the
workout

articles & advice
about nutrition

blogs & content

buy nutrition
products

purchase
product

breakfast
list

B

GREAT! Keep going

A
dinner
list

A
snack
list

supplement
list

NO

Are you trying to do too much?

As long as you can measure your progress with more than 1 metric, you should be able to tell if you are going in the right direction
Complete the goal

Don’t keep trying to succeed in the same way that lead to no success
Learn from your previous effort and make an informed decision moving forward

B
Process
Process
recipe

Are you actually following the plan?

Are there any adjustments you can make?

end the workout

A
lunch
list

Process
Process
recipe

automatically
increase
challenge

ﬁnished day

A

update stats
(automatically
or manually)

C
Process
Process
article

B

see nutritional
advice

track progress

Process
Process
recipe

Do you feel and
look better?

begin the
workout

review the
exercise

Process
Process
photo

schedule
workout time

complete plan
summary

B
Process
Process
recipe

B
Process
Process
recipe

product page

diary

water tracking

supplement
tracking

photo

terms

Myprotein Product Map v1.1

Key
theme

task

k daily
al

k daily
al

k daily
ents

k daily
al

k daily
al

log in /
registration

sub task

induction

follow a plan

The final stages in the strategy was to meet

system

with the project team and stakeholders
sign up

reset
password

login

change
password

with a summary
of the research and initial
connect device /
complete induction

health kit

assumptions we had about our application.

select a plan

Between us we then mapped out a complete
product map which was split into a prioritised
MVP and a backlog for future releases.
sign up using:

submit email
address to
reset password

login with
Myprotein account

• full name
• email
• password

MVP

receive email
conﬁrming
password reset

Again, the purpose of the product map wasn’t listtoof plans is
enable access
to health kit

select gender

us

displayed ﬁltered

lock down the app and say “this is what we are by gender
producing and that is final”. It’s purpose was to
create a starting point with some structure that
could be shifted and re-prioritised, added to or

Myprotein account
is created
on Elysium

Top
Product map for the MVP.

user receives a
reset link
by email

reset password

user notiﬁed in-app
that reset link
has been sent

receive reset link
by email

device
user can view plan
removedconnect
as we
continued to
develop the product.
select date of birth
overview before
• ﬁtbit

committing to a plan

us

populate dashboard
with available data

pe

hy

abits

product
map

release

increase health &
ﬁtness knowledge

eat well

become part of
a community

stay motivated

Myprotein Product Map v1.1

Key
theme

release

task

sub task

log in /
registration

induction

follow a plan

get ﬁt

get healthy

increase health &
ﬁtness knowledge

eat well

become part of
a community

stay motivated

social engagement

challenges

pe

system

sign up

record goal
achievements

dietary requirements

login

reset
password

change
password

connect device /
health kit

submit email
address to
reset password

receive email
conﬁrming
password reset

enable access
to health kit

user receives a
reset link
by email

reset password

user notiﬁed in-app
that reset link
has been sent

receive reset link
by email

record progress
sign up using:
• full name
• email
• password

MVP

login with
Myprotein account

Myprotein account
is created
on Elysium

select a plan

start a plan

learn about ﬁtness

user can take
progress photos

connect device
• ﬁtbit

select gender

list of plans is
displayed ﬁltered
by gender

select date of birth

user can view plan
overview before
committing to a plan

populate dashboard
with available data

end a plan

start a workout

record progress

learn about nutrition

create new habits

sign up using
social accounts

login with
social accounts

• facebook

• facebook

sign up using
social accounts

populate elysium
proﬁle with available
proﬁle data

select height

• facebook

record progress

social engagement

select weight

user can view all
available plans for
their gender

user can
bookmark articles

challenges

rewards

rewards
user can access
Myprotein social feed

user can take
progress photos

user can view articles

user can view recipes

user can set reminders

staring a new plan
ends & replaces the
current plan

user can learn correct
form & technique

user can track daily
calorie goal

user can keep workout /
nutrition diary

user can
bookmark articles

user can
bookmark recipes

in-app reminders
are enabled

user can restart a
completed plan

user is shown
personalised content
based on habits / views /
bookmarks

user is shown tailored
recipes based on plan /
goal / dietary
requirements

user can connect with
their friends

user can challenge a
friend to complete a plan

user is emailed weekly
progress report

user can buy recipe
ingredients as a bundle

friend activities appear
in the social feed

user can take part
in challenges

user is notiﬁed as
milestones and
achievements
are unlocked

user can connect
with ambassadors

user can view
challenge leaderboards

user can discover
hidden achievements
whilst using the app

user can track daily
steps goal

supplements in the
schedule are
personalised based on
users chosen plan

user can track daily
sleep goal

user can view recipes

• twitter
• instagram

user can select an
alternate exercise for
target muscle group

user can record reps &
weight for each exercise

user is notiﬁed to
replenish supplements

user can elect their
dietary requirements

user can track macros

meals in the schedule
are personalised
based on users
chosen plan & goals

user can continue a plan
from a saved state

user can time or skip
rest periods

user can take progress
photo during workout

user can 1-click
purchase to
replenish supplements

user can calculate
calorie recommendation
based on proﬁle /
plan / goal

user can scan food
labels to auto
track macros

a completed plan is
saved in plan history

user can view
plan history

top tips in the schedule
are personalised based
on users chosen plan /
activity / progress

select goal

user can view
full calendar overview

user selects a start date

user can view
full calendar overview

user can share progress
throughout a plan

user can access
Myprotein social feed

ending a current plan
half-way through
saves current
progress in plan history

user schedules their
workout days

• twitter
• instagram

user can track daily
macronutrients

users schedule is
personalised based on
their chosen plan

select activity level

select dietary
requirements

learn about nutrition

user can track daily
water goal

• facebook
pre-populate induction
questions with available
proﬁle data

learn about ﬁtness

user can follow
exercises in a workout

login with
social accounts
recommended plans are
displayed based on user
goals and stats

dietary requirements

user can start a new
plan at any time

• morning
• afternoon
• evening

user can track daily
supplement goal

PRODUCT
V1

record goal
achievements

user schedules workout

user can view articles

PRODUCT
V1

user can keep workout /
nutrition diary

complete induction

user can
bookmark recipes
user can play a spotify
playlist during a workout

user can share progress
throughout a plan

populate elysium
proﬁle with available
proﬁle data

ambassador activities
appear in the social feed

pre-populate induction
questions with available
proﬁle data

select height

recommended plans are
displayed based on user
goals and stats

select weight

user can view all
available plans for
their gender

user is offered product
incentives and rewards
for achivements

u

m

c

user can conﬁrm
any pre-populated
data is correct

user selects how often
they can work out

user selects body type

select activity level

user can view
plan history

select goal

user can view
full calendar overview

top
are
on

user selects how
easy/difﬁcult it is to
gain/lose weight

user selects weight
status
• steady weight
• losing eight
• gaining weight

user selects ﬁtness level

use
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continuous
sprints
Over the course of the next several months there would be
a continuous round of 2 week sprints, beginning with sprint
planning and ending with retrospectives.
During each round, ideas for the user goal are explored,
then turned into a flow diagram to consider edge cases and
conclude in rapid sketches and prototypes.
Towards the end of each sprint I undertook user testing,
checking potential customers could complete the task we
had designed for.
The testing results were reviewed by the product team and
never once failed to highlight something we hadn’t even
considered. Testing with real customers, in my opinion, is

a

the most important and valuable process in UX.

b

a - sprint planning
b - rapid sketches

e

c

c - rapid prototype
d - edge cases
e - prototype & test

VIEW)
SELECT A WORKOUT PLAN
PLANS

plans.

mplete
system

n.

lan.

.
igns.

ule.

Summary
The user is presented with a list of workout plans.
Actors
Application user.

SELECT A WORKOUT
PLANS

SELECT A WORKOUT PLAN
SKIPPED INDUCTION

SELECT A WORKOUT PLAN
ABANDONED INDUCTION

SELECT A WORKOUT PLAN
TRIGGERED EVENT

SELECT A WORKOUT PLAN
COMPLETED GOAL

d

PLANS
CHANGE YOUR GOAL

CHANGE YOUR GOAL

CHANGE YOUR GOAL

JUST FOR YOU

Pre-conditions
The user has downloaded the app, registered and onboarded.
This is a first time user who has completed the induction flow.
[Alternate flows are shown for users that skipped the induction].
[See induction flow].
Post-conditions
The user can store multiple workout plans until they are ready to
shedule their selected workout.

SELECT A WORKOUT PLAN EDGE CASES

OVERVIEW

CHANGE YOUR GOAL

Use case

ts based
ow.

WORKOUTS

PLANS

PLANS

PLANS

Let’s personalise your
exercise and nutrition plan.

75% complete!

Your induction is

can you run
THE LONDON MARATHON?

BEGIN YOUR INDUCTION

COMPLETE YOUR INDUCTION

JOIN THE CHALLENGE!

SELECT A WORKOUT PLAN
BOOKMARKED WORKOUTS

Ultimate bums
& tums

Tone

WORKOUT OV

OVERVIEW

PLANS

PLANS

SELECT A WORKOUT PLAN
CONFIRMATION MESSAGE

CHANGE YOUR GOAL

GET A STRONGER CORE

BEACH B
CHALLEN

CHANGE YOUR GOAL
Beach body challenge

PLANS

PLANS

PLANS
Hey Ash, I have saved
2 workouts to
your favourites.
Ultimate bums &
tums

JUST FOR YOU

CONGRATULATIONS!

Ultimate bums & tums

Beach body
challenge

You completed your workout plan.
Are you ready to achieve your next goal?

TAKING PART

Beach body challenge
PLAN

DISCOVER

CLAIM YOUR REWARD

Beach body
challenge

BE HAPPY

Scenario
System displays a list of workouts.

POPULAR WORKOUTS

JUST FOR YOU

JUST FOR YOU

GO AGAIN!

Ultimate bums
& tums

Tone

Beach body
challenge

Ultimate bums
& tums

Tone
Beach body
challenge

CHOOSE A NEW GOAL

DISCOVER

1) User selects a workout plan from the list.

Ultimate bums & tums

Ultimate bums &
tums

The user is taken to an overview page of that workout plan.
2) User has four main CTAs:
- Save the workout plan to their favourites
- Schedule the workout
- Begin the workout now
- Return to the listings page

IMPROVE POSTURE

Beach body
challenge

Ultimate bums
& tums

Tone

DISCOVER

SCHEDULE

Beach body
challenge

Ultimate bums
& tums

Tone

DISCOVER

BE HAPPY
PLANS

The scene is set. You have bee
months for the one time you
back, sun bathe and enjoy yo

Beach body challenge

BE HAPPY

GET A STRONGER CORE

GET A STRONGER CORE

IMPROVE POSTURE

IMPROVE POSTURE

PLANS
Beach body
challenge

Ultimate bums
& tums

SCHEDULE

ME

Tone

DISCOVER

BE HAPPY

BE HAPPY

Beach body
challenge

Ultimate bums
& tums

2

Tone

ME

DISCOVER

SCHEDULE

ME

PLAN OVERVIEW
WEEK 1

SELECT A WORKOUT

In this step the user has chosen to explore one of
the categories. They have been presented with a list
of workout plans relevant to the category.

BE HAPPY

PLANS

NUTRITIO

INTRODUCTION

DISCOVER

GET A STRONGER CORE
SUGGESTED FOR YOU NEXT

WORKOUTS

GET A STRONGER CORE

PLANS

GET A STRONGER CORE
CHANGE YOUR GOAL

JUST FOR YOU
Beach body
challenge

WORKOUTS

WEEK 1

WEEK 1

GET A STRONGER CORE

1
Notes
The workout list begins with recommended workouts based on
the users previously selected goals.
If the user chose to skip the induction flow, there will be a CTA
for them to complete the induction so the workout list
presented can be tailored for them.
This page will contain any triggered challenges and events from
marketing influenced by national/international events e.g.
The London Marathon.

GET A STRONGER CORE

The list can be viewed as a grid or as a list. It is
shown as a grid by default.

BE HAPPY

GET A STRONGER CORE

SELECT WORKOUT PLANS

In this step we show the user their recommended
workouts based on their chosen goals (taken from
the induction flow). [SEE INDUCTION FLOW].

PLANS

IMPROVE POSTURE

IMPROVE POSTURE

IMPROVE POSTURE

GET A STRONGER CORE

The user can choose to explore the other content
available from within the app if the suggested
workouts are not what they’re looking for.
The user can bookmark workouts they find
interesting or may be interested in following at a
later date, these will be stored as favourites within
their dashboard. [SEE DASHBOARD FLOW].

SCHEDULE

ME

PLANS

SCHEDULE

ME

PLANS

SCHEDULE

ME

PLANS

SCHEDULE

ME

The user can click through to an overview of a
workout plan or bookmark workout plans for later.

WEEK 1

WEEK 1

WEEK 1

IMPROVE POSTURE

PLANS

SCHEDULE

RECOMMENDED SUPPLIM

ME

BEGIN WORKIN
PLANS

SCHEDULE

ME

REVIEWS
The user is shown similar workouts alongside their chosen
workout plan for continued engagement if this plan isn’t right
for them.

anyone finished th
before and after p
and cant wait wan
achievable doing t

anyone finished th
before and after p
and cant wait wan

rapid
sketching
Once a sprint backlog was agreed, the initial ideas were
quickly sketched out with connected flows to keep the
process as lean as possible.
I came up with the idea of interaction books (mini paper
prototypes) that could be used by design and dev to begin
the framework while the product ideas were being tested.

rapid prototype
& product team review
The sketches were photographed and quickly turned into
mini prototypes that could be shared with the product
team for instant feedback. At this stage I was checking to
make sure we covered the business requirements, did the
flow made sense? (or did somebody have a better solution
we should try!?) and that technically, it could be achieved
within this sprint.
PROGRESS / CHECKPOINT REWARD SYSTEM
START A NEW PLAN
START

CHECKPOINT

0 POINTS

PLAN IN PROGRESS

GOAL

DAY

1

START

5 POINTS

2

3

CHECKPOINT

PLAN COMPLETE

GOAL

START

DAY

3

500 POINTS

5

4

6

5 Day streak!
Ready to go again?

7

28

1

1

START PLAN

At the start of a plan the progress bar appears as a
decorative element.
It doesn’t become apparent the bar is related to
plan progress until we ask the user to ‘finish day’
and the progress bar begins to fill.

FINISH PLAN

3

PROGRESS: REACH CHECK POINT

Rewards are allocated at check points to motivate
and encourage the user to continue and complete
their plan.

8

PROGRESS: COMPLETE PLAN

Finally the points can be converted in to
in-app currency.
At a later date ‘streaks’ can be used to create
an underpar system for leader boards and
friend challenges.

In-app ‘currency is created through a points
scheme. Points can be converted into real world
product discounts.

17 POINTS

DAY

30

29

DAY

9

10

11

prototype for user testing. If the answer was no, it was easy
enough to go back to the drawing board with minimal cost.

streaks!
Multiple streaks lead to
bonus points.

10 Myprotein Points + 2 bonus

250 POINTS

15

14

FINISH DAY

10 Myprotein Points

FINISH DAY

16

place I would often work on the edge cases and empty
states that needed consideration at any point in the flow.

DAY

Half way there...
You can do this!

iteration
& edge cases
While product team and stakeholder feedback was taking

12

2

Another streak!
Great work.

13

If the answer was yes, I could move on to formalising the

Collect your reward

FINISH DAY

2

GOAL

During this plan you
earned 500 points!

streak!

5 Myprotein Points

FINISH DAY

CHECKPOINT

17

15

days left
Major checkpoints reward
a largeramount of points.

lean ux
prototypes over
wireframes
Towards the end of the sprint prototypes, built from
libraries I had created, were used for testing with potential
customers. User testing was analysed as a product team so
the changes could be resolved in the review session and be
implemented straight away in the code, keeping the whole
process lean and rapid.
No formal wireframes were created, I go straight to
prototype. Just a personal preference, but it doesn’t make
sense to design an interactive solution in a static medium.
I’ve also found it easier for the product team to understand
the ideas and design and dev can implement work faster.

A couple of quick iterations through the schedule view.

Screen shots from the prototype.

A

process
in pictures
If you’ve skipped ahead to this gallery, I hope I can convey
a huge amount of work and effort that went into this app
through a series of images captured throughout
the process.

ROUTE 1: Existing

Avril Dooley

MVP

Use the existing format and create value through the development
of a dashboard / application.

Female | 22 | Student | Irish

ARTICLES &
ADVICE

videos

MORE
ENERGY

RELAX

CONCENTRATION

health & wellbeing

recipes

boxing / mma

STRETCH

new products
energy & endurance

EAT WELL

For males & females aged 18-35, who workout at least
once a week in the gym or in group exercise who care
about achieving a specific goal our product is a simple
personal trainer on your desktop & in your pocket
that provides customisable workouts and inspirational
content from ambassadors & credible nutritional advice
from MyProtein unlike BodySpace which has complex
ambassador workouts and unlike MyFitnessPal, which
tracks nutrition but doesn’t have an ambassador program.

sports performance

diet & weight loss

ENDURANCE
MOTIVATE

IMPROVE
FITNESS

WORKOUT

IMPROVE
TECHNIQUE

COMPETE

cycling
ambassadors

(men)

(women)

IMPROVE
WELLBEING

football

HYDRATE

workout plans

Collect email addresses

Scope
Register with: Twitter, Facebook, Google

Login with: Twitter, Facebook, Google

CHALLENGE
SCULPT
& SHAPE

Retrieve/recover password
Reset password
Carry registration details through to login form
Receive reset email conﬁrmation
Automatically populated from social media
+Name
+Display name (twitter handle)
+Email
+Date of birth
+Avatar

Basic Proﬁle

Customer science data
Customer proﬁles / target audience

Enter or change your name
Enter or change your display name
Enter or change your email address
Receive email conﬁrmation to change your email address
Enter or change your date of birth
Default to initial if no avatar is showing
Browse and upload an avatar
Remove avatar
Workout:
Beginning a workout

Get straight to your current workout (Takes you to your workout)

Increased trafﬁc
Return visits
Content impressions

Featured workout
(Fresh content : triggered, marketing based, seasonal etc.)
Find a program (takes you to choosing a program)
Workouts I’ve saved as favourites (Take you to favourites)
See just added / just updated workouts

rugby

Select a goal
Workout:
Choosing a program

lean muscle

Track social media data
Customer science data

Login with social media
Login with email and password

body building
IMPROVE

Business Goals

Register with social media
Register with email and password

Form data forwarding to login if user has already registered

YOUR SPORT
SLEEP WELL

Story

Receive registration email conﬁrmation

Login

MY PROTEIN

muscle & strength

Registration

An alternate view on this would be to allow
integration and interaction by considering
the customers motivation and triggers.

Clear separation between personal goals
and sports training exists, supported at the
core by advice & articles.

YOUR GOAL

Label

Value proposition #3

Timed workouts
(7min, 15min, 30min, 45min, 60min)
Weekly challenges
(% complete)

running

Workout plans
(4wk, 6wk, 8wk, 12wk)

1

Journey

TASK MODEL OVERVIEW v1.03

landing page

Sign up & register

1

what is the product?
why should I use it?
what are the beneﬁts?
how does it help me to achieve my goals?

landing page

login

register

how can I retrieve my password?
how can I reset my password?

logged in

does a
workout
exist?

1

personal details

goals

insights /
records

NO

real name

hourly
‘mini goal’

# active days

activities

user name

daily goal

% goal hit

GPS

proﬁle photo

adjust goal

YES

email link to
reset account

reset password

NO

begin a workout

select a goal

see workout list

begin a challenge

see latest
challenge

go to challenge

select a workout

overview

acivity log

receive email
notify account has
been reset

news feed

mood
comment
add location

view insights

go to workout

friends

age

best month

fuel used /
fuel bar

calories

global stats

games centre

glycemic index

points to spend
on discounts or
unlock activities

share / post
progress

progress bar

weight

see challenge
leader board

body type

peak hours
am / pm

fat %

go to workout

friends &
followers

settings

log progress

complete workout

receive reward

units
(us / metric)
save photos to
camera roll

current stats

show steps on
app icon

reset app

support

nutrition
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select one of
the choices

back to name

back to name

Joe Bloggs
Sign up and workout.

back to name
to name
Joeback
Bloggs

Email

Password

Password

show

get started

Track progress towards the goal

privacy policy

Password

show

By signing up you agree to our
terms and privacy policy.

terms and privacy policy.

Already have an account?

Already have an account?

LOG IN

LOG IN

...

T

password

strong

Password

terms and privacy policy.
By signing up you agree to our
terms and privacy policy.

- progressive disclosure
- social login top 3 accounts (elipses for more)
- registration prioritised over login
- name is not unique

- progressive disclosure
- return to previous screen
- name header
- social login removed & replaced with terms

Privacy policy

Already have an account?

LOG IN

Already have an account?

Already have an account?

LOG IN

LOG IN

01.02.02
Password strength

We may provide a translated version of
this Agreement, the Privacy Policy or any
other operating rules, policies and
procedures regarding the Services, in
other languages for your convenience.
Please note that the English language
version of these documents is the version

get started
By signing up you agree to our

terms and privacy policy.

01.02.01
Email & password

Terms of service

show

get started

By signing up you agree to our

01.01.01
Sign up

strong

hide

••••••••

show

LOG IN

G

strong

get started
By signing up you agree to our

Already have an account?

F

terms

Email

Password

weak

get started

or connect with one of these services:

back to email & password

Joe Bloggs

Email

Email

get started

File: 01.00.00 Registration

Terms & Privacy Policy

back to name
Joe
Bloggs

Joe Bloggs

Email

Your name

publish new
workout
program

begin the
workout

- indicate password strength dynamically on the fly

01.02.04
Show/hide password

01.03.01
Terms & Privacy

- icon & label to remove ambiguity
- prep UI for progressive reduction

- short cuts to sections
- scroll back to top

back to name

Joe Bloggs
Email

This email already exists

review the
exercise

Password

track progress

see nutritional
advice

update stats
(automatically
or manually)

log food diary

complete the
workout

articles & advice
about nutrition

blogs & content

buy nutrition
products

purchase
product

strong

••••••••

show

get started

By signing up you agree to our

how to do the
exercise

terms and privacy policy.

Already have an account?

SIGN IN

01.02.06
Email error

blogs & content

articles & advice
about the
exercise

purchase
product

buy the look

automatically
increase
challenge

Complete the goal

end the workout

achieve user goal

recommendation
for next workout

receive reward

achieve business goal

purchase
product

connected
apps / partners

completed
challenges

history

UXA Project FLEX

weekly
comparison

global goals

best days of
the week

create a new
workout
program

select exercises

leaderboards

water

stride length

ﬁlter by ambassador
ﬁlter by level

social

log macro
nutrients

connection

protein

longest streak

Select a goal

see a choice of
exercises

graphs

health kit

height

remove favourite

continue workout

time
body part

history

trophies

step counter

make proﬁle
private / public

select a goal

achievements /
rewards

best day

wearables

follow

heart rate

update my
details

continue with a
workout

start a workout

diet log

scan barcode

best week

blood pressure
view favourites

record nutrition

deactivate
account

male / female

weight

YES

dashboard

news feed

status update

change settings

Dashboard

stats

articles

weather

notify account
exists
YES

conﬁrmation
email

progress

notiﬁcations

1

should the
account be
reset?

NO

reset password
email

login

build
user proﬁle

desktop
notiﬁcation
integration
1

does the
account
exist?

register

motivational
messages

tips

Register and login
with email, password or social login

terms

sleep

progress
photos

add location

